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For a long while, I have had this recurring dream, in which I’m lost in an endlessly large
shopping mall. I’ve dreamt it so many times that now whenever my subconscious takes me there
again, I recognize certain areas and am able to navigate myself around them. Once, I even made
it out to the street. But inexplicably, as dreams tend to go, I ended up back inside and returned to
my perpetual journey of riding up and down long escalators in search of an exit. The dream
seems to come up any time I’m experiencing extreme anxiety around situations that feel out of
my realm of understanding or power to control. That is to say, I have been visiting this mall a lot
in the year 2020.
In the United States, COVID-19 didn’t charge its way into everyone’s daily lives until
mid-March of 2020. But for myself, and other East Asian people who look like me, COVID
began seeping its way into our existence months earlier and there was a tangible shift in the way
that my presence occupied public spaces. Early on, I desperately wanted to hide myself behind a
mask, but wearing one only emphasized my existence, especially as I walked through a rapidly
emptying Chinatown to my studio in TriBeCa. Invisibility and erasure have long been factors in
the racialization of my body and others like mine, but now a global pandemic was thrusting it
into the public consciousness: the stigmas and projections were not that I was a person with the
potential to carry the virus, but rather, that I was (or became) a thing defined by the virus. A
lifetime of inhabiting that throwaway, non-specific hyphenated space between Asian and
American had already saddled me with an anger that was constantly being muffled and selfsuppressed. This new COVID-fuled hypervisibility seemed so loud in comparison, and it sent me
into a spiral of grief and confusion.
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As the pandemic waged on, the mall in my dream continued to develop new levels with
each iteration, leaving me no hope of ever escaping the loop.
Sometime in 2014, I started working at a small, hip Vietnamese restaurant and bar in New
York’s Lower East Side. For most of its 11 years, the restaurant was staffed almost entirely by
Asian women and unironically adorned in Vietnamese and Chinatown kitsch -- red lanterns,
bottles of snakes, conical hats, lucky bamboo, just to name a few. In the evenings, the
characteristically dim lighting and glowing red neons would often create an air of exoticism that
mingled with the incense we lit for the practical purpose of keeping away flies. The running joke
among staff that this was the place for people who had “yellow fever” was really just an obvious
observation that we often made, while brushing aside our own unresolved discomfort in realizing
that many of us were dating white folks.
Given the way that “Asian styles” have taken a formidable role in shaping contemporary
American commodity culture,1 it’s no surprise that within the restaurant, Asiatic femininity and
Asiatic objects/commodities existed almost interchangeably. For many of the customers, our
bodies lent that necessary seal of so-called authenticity and served as an added layer of
ornamentation not just to the physical space, but to the experience of spending time there. In
many ways, this conflation between persons and things served the same purpose for myself in
that it validated and redeemed my presence. Continuously finding my existence mirrored and

1In

her book Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting, Sianne Ngai investigates the formation of aesthetic
judgments and the origins of taste. She observes how cuteness, in its representations of powerlessness, is tied to the
physical appearance of not just objects, but humans as well. Ngai references Japanese kawaii culture as a prime
exemplification of cuteness aestheticized and uses Japanese cartoons, art, and toys to demonstrate how projections
of cuteness are susceptible to acts of aggression and disfigurement. Ultimately, she argues how cuteness has become
a dominant aesthetic of global consumer culture, and how in America, cuteness became popularized through postwar consumerism and industrialization of modern aesthetic culture. Cuteness continues to maintain distinct
associations with contemporary Asiastic femininity and culture in the American imagination and often acts as a
catalyst that pushes Asiatic women into objecthood.
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reinforced by the space that I inhabited provided me access to a level of visibility that had always
been elusive. This projection of identity through things and the resultant forging of person-ness
through objecthood began to manifest in my drawings and carried on well into my time at
Hunter.

Figure 1. What Goes Around, 2015. Sumi ink on paper, 22 x 30 inches.
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Figure 2. Wrestle, 2018. India ink on paper, 12 x 16 inches.

Motivated by the way my new job heightened my sense of self, I began developing a
body of loosely narrative, figurative drawings on paper that drew heavily from a variety of East
Asian image making, such as Chinese literati paintings, anime, and Ukiyo-e woodblock printing.
The drawings always included solitary or isolated self-referential figures that I chose to depict
nude because it seemed that clothing, no matter how they were dressed, would signal to any
number of flattening tropes -- ABG (Asian Baby Girl), school girl, Dragon Lady, geisha etc.
Instead, I opted to animate identity through the spaces the figures occupied, which were usually
adorned with a variety of chinoiseries and other generically “Asian objects,” as well as an
aesthetic sensibility that is grounded in contemporary Western/American popular culture.
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With works like What Goes Around (fig. 1), I was imagining how a person lost or erased
through history, and thus trapped in cultural limbo, could thrive and make themselves seen
through the possibility of imaginary world-making. In a way, these works were driven by the
desire to simplify a complex identity. Over time, the figures shifted from being in passive
isolation to actively pushing each other and creating pressure within their environments. Wrestle
(fig. 2) was one of the first drawings I introduced color to, particularly in order to generate
uneasiness around the process of making sense of race through the use of yellow skin.2 With this
series, as personhood and thingness became heavily conflated, I began to recognize how color
could function the same way as object adornment. It marked how an amplification of visibility
could, at the same time, enact a severing of my own humanity.

2

Despite the fact that Asian American is an insufficiently broad term, yellow remains a politically unacceptable
shorthand for people of East Asian descent in the West. Its history of othering and denigration still lingers, and its
usage remains queasy and avoided. Using yellow in my work is less an act of reclamation, and more of a navigation
of its dilemma and the hazy namelessness its subjects occupy.
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Figure 3. Mirrored Tension, 2018. India ink on paper, 12 x 16 inches.

In the U.S. Supreme Court case Chy Lung v Freeman (1875), 22 Chinese women aboard
an American steamer docked in San Francisco were detained based on the determination that
their appearances were “lewd” and “unsatisfactory.” The perception that they were prostitutes
resulted in a denial of their entry into the country, despite the women possessing all the
appropriate documents. Despite the fact that Justice Stephen Field ultimately ruled in favor of the
Chinese women, the outcome of this case had nothing to do with women’s or immigration rights,
and instead stemmed from a concern over the state overstepping its power. The final ruling on
Chy Lung v Freeman set precedent for the future of Chinese immigration. Later that year, the
Page Act was passed, prohibiting the entry of “undesirable” women from China, Japan, or any
Asian country, which was followed by the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 outlawing the
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immigration of Chinese men. In her book Ornamentalism, Anne Anlin Cheng traces the way the
dress and outwardly display of the Chinese women aboard the steamer were weaponized in
conjuring associations between Asian femininity and debauchery, directly linking their
ornamentation to their eligibility for legal personhood. Cheng writes,

Chy Lung dramatizes how the judicial making of the “Oriental body,” a moment
of making racial difference highly visible, is paradoxically the moment when that
body disappears into ornamentality [and] reveals that the ineluctable coporeality
of the Asian female body (tied to the anxiety of prostitution and presumed a body
for sale) depends, counterintuitively, on that body’s fundamental spectrality. 3

This case also exemplifies how the “Oriental” woman becomes plunged into a world
where nationalism, objecthood, and notions of power are inscribed upon her body, while
containing her femininity through a projection of aesthetic judgments conjured by objects and
other non-living things. In retrospect, this strategy of building personhood through cultural
markers and objects was merely a temporary band aid over a persistent wound, a form of self
preservation. But acts of preservation could also function as a type of self-inflicted trauma, to
object-ify myself in such a way that invited the injury I hoped to avoid. My work is always
wavering between acts of self-protection and agency. To make present an inner state that has
been marked by perpetual erasure necessitates that I act as both the creator and receptor of my
own pain and pleasure.

3

Cheng, Ornamentalism, 35-36.
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Figure 4. Haunted/Hunted, 2019. Acrylic and india ink on paper, 16 x 20 inches.

One day as I was walking through Chinatown, I noticed a group of tourists taking photos
of a restaurant with roast ducks hanging in the window. I wondered if this was their first time
visiting a Chinatown, as this was not an uncommon sight to see. After snapping their photos,
they moved onto their next stop, and I couldn’t help but picture myself as those swinging ducks,
their bodies adorning the steamed, neon-lit storefronts, signaling a perpetual foreignness even in
a place designated as home (fig. 4). At that point, my thoughts began turning towards
consumption, not just as it related to eating and economics, but to sex, race, and culture as well.
While this Chinatown encounter holds little magnitude in the grand scheme of life, the
fleeting transposition of myself into the storefront window marked a shift in my work. At that
point, decorative ornamentation started to edge out in favor of increasingly nonsensical, dark
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monochromatic narratives centered around figures that were growing in scale. In the course of
the works’ evolution, the figures and the environments they inhabited began to adopt a balloonlike quality, carefully layered with washes of paint that stretched across the forms, as if on the
cusp of explosion. I wanted the bodies in particular to generate an unfulfillable temptation to be
touched, caressed, poked and squeezed until they popped (fig. 5). As a result, the bodies grew
rounder, softer, squishier -- pulling from the vernacular of cuteness that triggers a desire to
simultaneously express tenderness while causing harm.4 While my work aims to subvert
associations with the infantile and the powerless, the forms that have emerged recall the ways in
which cuteness packaged and aestheticized is condescension, violence and control disguised and
thus always on the verge of bursting.

4

“[...] the cute object is as often intended to excite a consumer's sadistic desires for mastery and control as much as
his or her desire to cuddle.” - Sianne Ngai, “The Cuteness of the Avant Garde,” chapter in Our Aesthetic Categories:
Zany, Cute, Interesting, ed. Sianne Ngai (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 2012), 816.
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Figure 5. The Ripest Fruit, 2019. Acrylic on mounted paper, 20 x 16 inches.
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Figure 6. You Can Have It All, 2019. Acrylic on mounted paper, 22 x 30 inches.

Cuteness is a commodity aesthetic through which acts of consumption become tied up
with notions of permission and power. The dynamics of this aestheticization and consumption
are also deeply embedded in projected notions of Asiatic femininity and sexuality. The
conditions under which that raced and gendered body becomes visible (and thus available for
consumption) are often framed by tropes of “respectable” domesticity and complicity that strip
her of agency. To that end, my work has been shifting from treating the figure solely as an object
or site of inflicted trauma to examining and reshaping the conditions of racialization that
manifest her existence.
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Some of the first works in this vein included imagery of roasted ducks and bulbous
cocktail shrimps, their bodies on display and articulated in such a way that they referenced
human forms and genitals. I was interested in the way that visual consumption dictates physical
consumption, particularly in relation to racialized bodies like mine. In You Can Have It All (fig.
6), two figures are each pulling at (spreading?) the legs of a duck on a platter, their arms
intertwined with each other for support. A lone fortune cookie sits on the table, a little Americanmade Asisatic cultural marker I couldn’t help but slip in. The arch at the top, along with the
flanking stage curtains, highlight an element of social performance to this scene, where
manufactured and natural personhoods collide.
The figures depicted in my work are removed from reality by way of their stylization and
visual exaggeration, but through the lens of American popular culture that endows Asian women
with an excess of sexuality and “womanhood,” she also exists as a part of a shared fantasy that
enables us to gaze upon her/it freely. As a disruption to this fantasy, a variety of insects began to
enter my narratives as a recurring motif (figs. 7 and 8). Like a swarm of bugs ruining a picnic or
descending upon rotting food, I intended for their presence to provoke a sense of repulsion and
spoilage while imbuing the work with a persistent sense of melancholy. The usage of house flies
and ants, in particular, is also emblematic of the insect hive mind, reframing their industrious
nature as a sort of diligent anxiety.
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Figure 7. Tender Temptation, 2019. Acrylic on paper, 22 x 30 inches.

Figure 8. Parachute, 2020. Acrylic on paper, 12 x 16 inches.
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In examining the lasting legal and social ramifications of Chy Lung v Freeman, Cheng
suggests that while ornaments can indeed enact varying levels of assault on our civil rights and
social reception, they also form the “basis for anchoring our rights --- and perhaps even our
embodied sense of ourselves.” 5 She writes:

The ideal of a naked or unornamented self, seductive as it may be, cannot be the
solution...for that ideal denies how the (racialized) “self” is always already an
effect of the ornament worn. […] The separation of essence from performance,
assumed in the contemporary formulation of our civil rights, elides the insight that
our experiences of our own racial, sexual, and ontic identities arise most acutely
precisely at the intersection of being and the doing that supposedly decorates it. 6

When the body or flesh becomes detached from its humanity by way of objecthood, to ignore
aesthetics seems an impossible task. As it turns out, the path towards a reconstruction of self has
been to navigate back through the objecthood that fractures it. So lately I have been revisiting the
idea of ornamentation through the use of the color yellow. Its historical usage designates such a
specific frame of existence yet its subject occupies such a non-specific space in American
memory and culture. But even in taking yellow out of the exoticism, seduction and peril of the
East, the residue of its history still cuts and stings. For the yellow woman, her injury and rage, as
Cheng describes, occupies “the American public stage in a peripheral, miniaturized, and cutified
cartoon version,” and that is if it even exists at all.7 In this sense, that stinging pain is then also
anchoring.
5

Cheng, Ornamentalism, 43.

6

Ibid.

7 Anne Anlin

Cheng, “Preface,” preface in Ornamentalism, ed. Anne Anlin Cheng (New York, NY. : Oxford
University Press, 2019), xi.
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In 1982, South Korean born revolutionary artist and writer Theresa Hak Kyung Cha was
raped and murdered in New York City, just days after the release of her new book. When her
body was found, the police report listed her as an “Oriental Jane Doe” and the papers treated her
death as such. Eulogized in a few short sentences, newspapers ignored both her art and writing,
as well as the brutality of her death. Her book, Dictee, went out of print shortly after she passed
and Cha became a ghost in our cultural memory. In 2016, Brock Turner was infamously
sentenced to a meager six months of county prison time for the rape of “Emily Doe.” While her
attacker’s name and face were highly publicized, she remained understandably anonymous
through the sentencing. But later, “Emily Doe” would reveal herself as Chanel Miller, and in her
memoir, Know My Name, she was sure to identify herself as Chinese and call herself by her
Chinese name too, Zhang Xiao Xia. The violence that each of these women experienced is
immeasurable, but when it passes by silently or barely registers in the public consciousness, the
violence is enacted yet again, another moment of unmaking. The yellow woman’s access to the
“‘complicated privilege of injury’” is fraught -- the violence enacted on her is either too ugly, not
in keeping with the “style of her aesthetic congealment” or it is either not enough to meet the
conditions of her objectification.8
To bring yellow back into my work is to signal to the ever-present dilemma in
navigating its position. Whether yellows simply tinges the image with its warm tone or explicitly
illuminates the body, it functions as a reification of Otherness and the construction of East
Asiatic femininity, or as Cheng also calls it -- yellow femininity. In my recent works, yellowness
8

“[T]he reality of the woman of color has long been reduced to the volume of her ressentiment-- and even there -the yellow woman remains mute and absent. In our contemporary culture of grievance, itself gendered [...] anger
seems to be the one emotion that grants the woman of color visibility[.] Yet [..] they rarely speak of the angry yellow
women. [..] Is the yellow woman injured -- or is she injured enough?” -- Anne Anlin Cheng, “Preface,” preface in
Ornamentalism, ed. Anne Anlin Cheng (New York, NY. : Oxford University Press, 2019), xi.
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serves a dual purpose as the thing that vilifies and mutes, yet at the same time, amplifies and
animates existence. Even without object ornamentation, the history of race making ensures that
bare bodies are still heavily inscribed. With The Sun Doesn’t Set (fig. 9), the yellow body is both
noxious and mythical, recalling an era that, while romantically remembered as the “Wild West,”
marks an erasure of the Chinese labor that built it and the subsequent fracturing of those raced
bodies. To use yellow is affirming, but it also exists as a part of the vicious cycle in which the
condition of our identity is conflicted with its position in the so-called racial hierarchy, and thus,
is tasked with minimizing or denying the injury of invisibility inflicted upon that self (fig. 10).9
To revisit Ornamentalism,

What does it mean to survive as someone too aestheticized to suffer injury but so
aestheticized that she invites injury? […] This figure is so suffused with
representation that she is invisible, so encrusted by aesthetic expectation that she
need not be present to generate affect, and so well known that she has vanished
from the zone of contact.10

9 Writer

Cathy Park Hong describes the way in which her works are graded on a pain scale -- “If it’s a 2, maybe it’s
not worth telling my story. If it’s a 10, maybe my book will be a bestseller. [...] Minor feelings: the racialized range
of emotions that are negative, dysphoric, and therefore, untelegenic, built from the sediments of everyday racial
experience and the irritant of having one’s perception of reality constantly questioned or dismissed. [...] Minor
feelings are not often featured in contemporary American literature because these emotions do not conform to the
archetypal narrative that highlights survival and self-determination. [They] also occur when American optimism is
enforced upon you, which contradicts your own racialized reality, thereby creating a cognitive dissonance.” -- Cathy
Park Hong, Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning, 55-57.
10 Anne Anlin

Cheng, “Preface,” preface in Ornamentalism, ed. Anne Ainlin Cheng (New York, NY. : Oxford
University Press, 2019), xi.
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Figure 9. The Sun Doesn’t Set, 2020. Acrylic on paper, 20 x 16 inches.
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Figure 10. Just a Touch, 2020. Acrylic on linen, 16 x 24 inches.

Figure 11. Patty Chang, still from Fountain, c. 1999. SD Video. https://www.pattychang.com/fountain/
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Patty Chang’s video, Fountain (fig. 11) originated from a live performance in which the
artist drank water from a mirror. Recalling the story of Narcissus, in which the Greek god falls in
love with his own image without recognizing it as himself, this piece speaks to the fragmentation
of the interior and exterior selves. In her performance, Chang attempts to become whole again by
drinking from her reflection. This moment has become particularly resonant in my recent works.
With Transmission (fig. 12) I explore this idea of the fractured self and the resulting efforts of
forging a sense of personhood or identity through artificial extensions of the body. The glow
from a candle illuminates the scene, yellow displaced onto an object that in turn projects it back
onto the body. A yellow face stares out of a mirror, but it’s unclear if the reflection belongs to
someone outside of the frame or the faceless figure at the bar. Flies hover around the flame and
empty shot glass, attracted to and sucking at the invisible remnants on the surface. Because
femininity and race create a constant oscillation between personhood/the human and objecthood/
the inhuman, regaining wholeness often feels like this -- fruitlessly scraping up the residue of
your different selves. In Lurkers (fig. 13), that self is the monster under the bed and in Spell (fig.
14), that self is as magical and unrestrainable as light. In any case, she is elusive and always
slipping out of reach.
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Figure 12. Transmission, 2020. Acrylic on stretched paper, 16 x 20 inches.
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Figure 13. Lurkers, 2020. Acrylic on paper, 22 x 30 inches.

Figure 14. Spell, 2020. Acrylic on stretched paper, 12 x 16 inches.
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The evolution of my work has been consistently grounded in navigating the paradox of
visibility. But in this process there is no healing, reconciliation, or settling -- only a constant
shifting in the way that I occupy different parts of a never-ending cycle. More recently, repeated
attempts to describe the meanings of fracture and erasure have resulted in that tension and grief
becoming articulated through swollen, blown-up bodies. They exist mostly stripped of external
adornment, but their bare flesh is an inscription too. I imagine that if they were to explode, the
mess that would spill out would look something like han.
Han (한) is a Korean psycho-cultural sentiment, an all-consuming type of rage that
resulted from the country’s history with imperialism, colonialism and late capitalism. A mixture
of shame, anger, sorrow, regret, and envy, there is no word in English that can adequately capture
the essence of han, but it runs through generations and blood, so deep and potent that they say it
can kill you if you let it. While specific to Korean history, I’ve been interested in how han
translates to and exists as a part of the varied experiences of yellow diasporic communities in the
West. In her novel, Dictee, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha engages with this transcendence of
suppressed history and mirrors the embodied melancholy of han through the stories of several
women linked by their suffering, including Korean revolutionary Yu Guan Soon, Joan of Arc,
Demeter and Persephone, Cha’s mother Hyung Soon Ho (born to Korean exiles in Manchuria),
and Cha herself, whose own experiences with the effects of displacement were influenced by her
family’s emigration to the United States at age 12. With the book’s opening pages, Cha connects
the body to language and expression, reflecting on the pain and difficulty of speech as it relates
to an emotional landscape shaped by loss, migration, and national violence:
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She mimicks the speaking. That might resemble speech. (Anything at all.) Bared
noise, groan, bits torn from words. Since she hesitates to measure the accuracy,
she resorts to mimicking gestures with the mouth. The entire lower lip would lift
upwards then sink back to its original place. She would then gather both lips and
protrude them in a pout taking in the breath that might utter some thing. (One
thing. Just one.) But the breath falls away. With a slight tilting of her head
backwards, she would gather the strength in her shoulders and remain in this
position.
It murmurs inside. It murmurs. Inside is the pain of speech the pain to say.
Larger still. Greater than is the pain not to say. To not say. Says nothing
against the pain to speak. It festers inside. The wound, liquid, dust. Must
break. Must void.
From the back of her neck she releases her shoulders free. She swallows once
more. (Once more. One more time would do.) In preparation. It augments. To
such a pitch. Endless drone, refueling itself. Autonomous. Self-generating.
Swallows with last efforts last wills against the pain that wishes it to speak.11

Dictee utilizes the difficulty and insufficiency of her adopted languages (English and French) as
a way to frame trauma as a repetition of suffering -- a series of returns and departures from the
wound or site of inflicted pain. To physically carry han in one’s body is not only to carry a
consciousness of ongoing trauma but to also recognize that the means to a “resolution” of this
trauma is han itself. Again, that eternal loop.

11

Cha, Dictee, 3.
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By the time the pandemic fully took hold of our lives, confining us to endless screentime
where our bodies exist only from the shoulders up, this act of being repeatedly severed,
contained, and unmade was already an oddly familiar feeling to me. COVID-19 was just another
condition that made me a stranger to myself once again. Through its shape shifting, the narratives
in my work have always been concerned with reimagining personhood at the moment it becomes
undone. Engaging with this unstable process of re-approaching the self over and over, and of
making that peripheral yellow existence known, is also to become a ghost. The moment the self
becomes whole, I’m not there and fracture begins again.
In my most recent painting, a woman lies in bed with the sheets pulled up to her chin like
a scared child (fig.15). Caught in a spotlight, a phantom hand presses into the sheets and the
body below. Outside of the window, a beam of light emanates from behind a tree that blocks the
someone (or something) that wields the light source. This suggestion that the light from outside
could be the same light that is cast onto the bed is quickly tempered by its physical impossibility,
but the question of the light source remains. And what about that ghostly hand? Both the subject
and viewer are forced to confront that which has been made unknown to them through an
obscuring of reality. Feelings of apprehension and cyclical entrapment lurk in the details.
I am certain I will revisit that mall in my dream again tonight.
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Figure 15. I Wasn’t There, 2020. Acrylic on paper, 22 x 30 inches.
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Appendix
A man celebrates erstwhile conquests,
his book locked in a silo, still in print.
I scribble, make Sharpie lines, deface
its text like it defaces me. Outside, grain
fields whisper. Marble lions are silent
yet silver-tongued, with excellent teeth.
In this life I have worshipped so many lies.
Then I workshop them, make them better.
An East India Company, an opium trade,
a war, a treaty, a concession, an occupation,
a man parting the veil covering a woman’s
face, his nails prying her lips open. I love
the fragility of a porcelain bowl. How easy
it is, to shatter chinoiserie, like the Han
dynasty urn Ai Weiwei dropped in 1995.
If only recovering the silenced history
is as simple as smashing its container: book,
bowl, celadon spoon. Such objects cross
borders the way our bodies never could.
Instead, we’re left with history, its blonde
dust. That bowl is unbreakable. All its ghosts
still shudder through us like small breaths.
The tome of hegemony lives on, circulates
in our libraries, in our bloodstreams. One day,
a girl like me may come across it on a shelf,
pick it up, read about all the ways her body
is a thing. And I won’t be there to protect
her, to cross the text out and say: go ahead—
rewrite this.
-- Sally Wen Mao, “Occidentalism” from Oculus

